Zero Rescheduling Fee

https://www.goair.in/offers-and-promotions/zero-rescheduling-fee/

Zero Rescheduling Fee
Change your GoAir flight bookings at no extra fee!
Offer valid on all domestic bookings made between 17th to 30th April, 2021
Not sure of your travel plans?
GoAir has you covered! Choose to fly with us and enjoy the flexibility of making unlimited
changes to your flight bookings at no extra cost.

Fly Safe, Fly Smart
At GoAir, your safety is our top priority. We have taken all the necessary measures mandated
by the government to make your travel contactless and safe so rest assured when you Fly
Smart, you Fly Safe.
Terms & Conditions:
1. The offer is applicable only on domestic flight bookings made during the
mentioned dates i.e. 17th April 2021 to 30th April 2021 for travel between 17th April,
2021 to 30th April, 2021.
2. Offer is valid on bookings made via all channels including GoAir Website, Mobile App,
Reservations, Contact Centre ,Airport Ticketing Counter, Online Travel Agents etc.
3. To avail the waiver of change fee, booking must be modified at least 2 Hours prior to
the flight departure.
4. However, the Offer shall not apply in the event the customer cancels the booking or
changes the sector, in which cases the “cancellation fee” will be chargeable at
currently applicable rates.

5. Fare difference will be applicable for flight changes and shall be payable by the
customer. (A facilitation fee shall be applicable for flight change requested through
Contact Centre or Airport Ticketing Counters).
6. The Offer is applicable to all domestic travel bookings for one-way, connecting and
round-trip flights on all GoAir flights. However, the Offer is not applicable to group
bookings.
7. Waiver of change fee shall be any number of times until 30th April 21 only both change
& travel date.
8. GoAir’s decision with respect to all matters relating to the Offer, shall be final and
binding.
9. GoAir has right to withdraw the offer without any intimation to trade at its will.

